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This paper investigates the significance of the magnitude or the phase in the short term Fourier
spectrum for speech intelligibility as a function of the time-window length. For a wide range of
window lengths �1/16–2048 ms�, two hybrid signals were obtained by a cross-wise combination of
the magnitude and phase spectra of speech and white noise. Speech intelligibility data showed the
significance of the phase spectrum for longer windows ��256 ms� and for very short windows
��4 ms�, and that of the magnitude spectrum for medium-range window lengths. The hybrid
signals used in the intelligibility test were analyzed in terms of the preservation of the original
narrow-band speech envelopes. Correlations between the narrow-band envelopes of the original
speech and the hybrid signals show a similar pattern as a function of window length. This result
illustrates the importance of the preservation of narrow-band envelopes for speech intelligibility.
The observed significance of the phase spectrum in recovering the narrow-band envelopes for the
long term windows and for the very short term windows is discussed.
© 2010 Acoustical Society of America. �DOI: 10.1121/1.3294554�
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I. INTRODUCTION

The research question of this paper is the significance of
the magnitude and the phase in the short term Fourier spec-
trum for speech intelligibility. The magnitude spectrum is
considered important in almost all types of applications of
speech processing, while phase has received less attention.
Speech signals are commonly analyzed using short-time
Fourier transforms �STFTs�, and their characteristics are con-
ventionally represented by the magnitude spectrum for
speech analysis and/or synthesis.1 The difference between
phonemes is reflected in the structure of the magnitude spec-
tra, and power �or magnitude� spectrum subtraction is com-
monly used for noise reduction.2,3

From a point of view of audio engineering type of ap-
plications, it is well known that the phase spectrum of sound
is important for rendering �or removing� room-reverberation
effects from a reverberation-free �or reverberant� signal. It
seems that human listeners are able to appropriately detect
phase changes in longer signal segments than those com-
monly used for speech analysis.4–8 Schroeder and Strube5

and Traumueller and Schouten9 reported that vowels could
be synthesized using phase information, and Oppenheim and
Lim10 found that when a speech signal was of sufficient
length, speech intelligibility was lost in Fourier-transform
magnitude-only reconstruction but not in phase-only recon-
struction. However, it is still unclear how effectively the
phase information is used for the synthesis of intelligible
speech, and formal listening tests were not performed.

On the other hand, Liu et al.11 intensively investigated
the effect of the phase on intervocalic stop consonant percep-
tion for VCV speech signals. It was shown that the percep-

tion of intervocalic stop consonants varies from magnitude
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dominance to phase dominance as the Fourier-analysis win-
dow size increases across the cross-over point between 192
and 256 ms. An effect of phase on perception was also ob-
served for shorter time windows, in the range of 10 to 30 ms.
The present study builds on and expands the Liu et al. study
with respect to two main issues: �1� it investigates the sig-
nificance of magnitude versus phase in the short term Fourier
spectrum for sentence intelligibility, rather than for the per-
ception of intervocalic consonants, and �2� it covers a wider
range of time-window lengths, with a window covering the
complete sentence as the upper limit, down to the lower limit
of a single-sample window length.

It is generally believed that speech intelligibility is re-
lated to narrow-band envelopes.12 Drullman13 found that in-
telligible speech signals can be synthesized by modulating
24 1/4-octave noise bands covering 100–6400 Hz range, us-
ing the temporal speech envelopes obtained in the corre-
sponding 1/4-octave bands. This was the motivation for in-
vestigating the role of the phase spectrum in relation to the
preservation of narrow-band envelopes. For instance, it will
be shown that in case where the window length used in the
Fourier transform is substantially larger than the period of
the envelope modulation of interest, it is the phase spectrum
that carries the information about the temporal envelope, not
the magnitude spectrum. It will be shown that the same ap-
plies in the case of very short window lengths.

The experimental approach adopted in this paper is simi-
lar to the one used by Liu et al.,11 but applied to a spoken
sentence and random noise. From these signals, two new
signals were created by a cross-wise combination of the
magnitude and phase spectra of the speech and noise signals.

These two hybrid signals are made for a wide range of win-
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dow lengths used in the STFT overlap-add procedure. Sen-
tence intelligibility tests and envelope-correlation studies are
performed to investigate the characteristics of the two hybrid
signals as a function of window length.

II. LISTENING EXPERIMENT

Synthesized hybrid �magnitude- or phase-only� speech
signals were obtained by using female-spoken speech and
random-noise samples, as shown in Fig. 1. Sentence intelli-
gibility for the two hybrid signals, as a function of the win-
dow length used in the STFT analysis and reconstruction,
was estimated using listening tests.

A. Method

1. Test materials and signal processing

The original speech signals consisted of 96 sentences
spoken by two female speakers. All of the speech materials
were in Japanese and digitized at a sampling rate of 16 kHz,
which seems well suited to the sentence intelligibility tests
carried out in this study, using a 16-bit A/D converter. Each
1.5-s-long speech phrase had additional silent parts at the
start and end, so the total length was 4 s. The speech tokens
were simple everyday sentences, with a length of typically
six to ten words, e.g., �translated�, “This letter cannot be
clearly seen from far away.” A white-noise signal was pro-
duced using MATLAB software.

The speech and random-noise pairs were analyzed using
STFT �Fig. 1� where a rectangular-window function was ap-
plied to cut the signals into frames. A 50% overlapped win-
dowing was applied �except for the two- or the single-point
frames�. Two hybrid signals were synthesized by inverse
STFT using the magnitude spectrum of the speech �or the
noise� and the phase spectrum of the noise �or the speech�.
The first type will be referred to as magnitude-spectrum
speech �MSS� and the second type as phase-spectrum speech
�PSS�. A triangular window, with a frame length equal to the
rectangular window used for the analysis, was applied to

FIG. 1. Method for deriving two types of hybrid signals from speech and
random noise using a cross-wise combination of the amplitude and phase
spectra in the STFT overlap-add procedure.
each synthesized frame to avoid discontinuities between suc-
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cessive frames. Sixteen frame lengths �1/16–2048 ms� were
used, including the limit case of only a single-sample time
frame of 1/16 ms. The total set of materials consisted of 192
processed sentences �96�2�: six sentences for each of the 16
frame lengths and two types of hybrid signals.

2. Subjects and procedure

The listeners were seven men, aged 24–49. They were
all native speakers of Japanese. The total set of processed
sentences were presented in random order through head-
phones �AKG-K240� under diotic listening conditions at an
individually preferred level. Each subject was asked to write
down the sentences as they listened. A sentence was consid-
ered intelligible only if the complete sentence was written
down correctly.

B. Results

Figure 2 shows the sentence intelligibility scores �with
the standard deviation� for each signal type and frame length.
The horizontal axis shows the frame length. Each data point
is based on six presentations to seven listeners. A score of
100% indicates that all subjects could correctly write down
each sentence.

The MSS hybrid signal shows the strongest effect of
frame length, ranging from perfectly intelligible for medium-
range frames �4–64 ms� to totally unintelligible for long
frames �256–2048 ms� and very short frames �1/16–1 ms�.
The PSS signals show the opposite behavior, though less
extreme. For the shorter time frames, the results above sug-
gest that frequency resolution finer than 250 Hz �frame
length longer than 4 ms� is needed to get intelligible speech
from the spectral magnitude. For the longer time frames, the
results suggest that the temporal resolution required to obtain
intelligible speech from the magnitude spectrum should be
better than about 128 ms, corresponding to a modulation
frequency of 8 Hz.

It is interesting to note that, where the magnitude spec-
trum fails in reproducing intelligible speech, the phase spec-
trum �partly� takes over this role. For the longer time frames,
this corresponds with the earlier observations of Oppenheim
and Lim10 and Liu et al.11 This is consistent with the idea
that the temporal properties or signal dynamics represented
by the envelopes can be expressed as the very local charac-

FIG. 2. Sentence intelligibility for PSS and MSS, as a function of the frame
length used in the STFT procedure.
teristics of the phase spectrum, such as the group delay. That
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is, phase spectra with a fine spectral-resolution �as resulting
from long time frames� will allow a partial reconstruction of
the narrow-band temporal envelope.

The observed significance of the phase spectrum for the
very short time frames is more surprising. This will be dis-
cussed later.

III. PRESERVATION OF NARROW-BAND ENVELOPES

As mentioned before, it is generally believed that pres-
ervation of intelligibility is related to preservation of narrow-
band envelopes.12–14 In this section, it will be investigated to
what extent the narrow-band envelopes are preserved for the
two types of hybrid signals. Sub-band signals of 1/4-octave
bands between 250 and 4000 Hz were derived by applying a
finite impulse response �FIR� filter bank �fourth-order But-
terworth filter�.13 The envelope in each frequency band was
defined by a Hilbert transform.

A. Observation of synthesized signals and their
envelopes

Examples of the envelopes of the original and the hybrid
speech signals of MSS and PSS are shown in Fig. 3 for one
of the sentences in the stimulus set. This example takes one
frequency band �1 kHz 1/4-octave band� and three choices of
the time window �1/2, 32, and 2048 ms�, motivated by the
intelligibility data in Fig. 2. The narrow-band envelope of the
MSS illustrated in Fig. 3�a� resembles the original envelope,
only for the frame length of 32 ms. The envelope samples of
PSS �Fig. 3�b�� show the opposite behavior: resemblance
with the original envelope is seen only for the very short and
long time frames. The observed qualitative agreement be-
tween envelope preservation and the intelligibility data mo-
tivated a more detailed study of the two types of hybrid
signals in terms of narrow-band envelope correlations as a
function of window length.

B. Narrow-band envelope-correlation analysis

The narrow-band envelope-correlation analysis is per-
formed between the original and synthesized speech materi-
als. The nature of the narrow-band temporal envelopes of the

FIG. 3. Samples of squared sub-band waveforms with envelopes for the
original speech, and for the MSS and PSS synthesized signals for three
frame lengths used in the STFT. The sub-band considered is the 1/4-octave
band with 1 kHz center frequency.
signals was evaluated by determining the correlation coeffi-
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cients between the original and hybrid-signal envelopes. The
correlation was calculated for every 1/4-octave band. The
correlation coefficient of the ith frequency band for a sen-
tence l is defined as

�i�l� =
êoi�l,n�êsi�l,n�
�Êoi�l�Êsi�l�

, �1�

where

êoi�l,n� = eoi�l,n� − eoi�l,n� , �2�

êsi�l,n� = esi�l,n� − esi�l,n� , �3�

Êoi�l� = êoi�l,n�2, �4�

Êsi�l� = êoi�l,n�2, �5�

and eoi�l ,n� and esi�l ,n� denote the squared envelopes of the
original and synthesized speech signals in the ith band for
the sentence l, and the over-line shows taking an appropriate
time average. For each frame length and for each of the two
hybrid-signal types, the average was taken of the correlation
coefficients for the six sentences used for that condition.

Figures 4�b�–4�e� present examples of the correlation
coefficients between the narrow-band envelopes of the hy-
brid signals and the original speech for each of four 1/4-
octave bands. Figure 4�a� is just a replication of the intelli-
gibility test results in Fig. 2. The pattern of the correlation
coefficients, as a function of the time-window length, is
somewhat frequency-band dependent, but the complemen-
tary nature of the correlation values for MSS and PSS is
observed for each frequency band. The intelligibility data
and the narrow-band envelope correlations show the same
trend with respect to the effect of frame length. This corre-
spondence between the intelligibility data and the narrow-
band envelope data confirm that the preservation of the
narrow-band temporal envelopes is closely related to speech

FIG. 4. Sentence intelligibility �a� and examples of envelope-correlation
analysis ��b�–�e�� for MSS and PSS. Envelope correlation analysis was made
in 1/4-octave bands following Eq. �1� in the text.
intelligibility.
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The correlation data for MSS and PSS show two cross-
over points. The cross-over point at a frame length of about
256 ms is almost independent of the frequency band consid-
ered, as can be seen by the vertical broken line through the
figures. Since the observed decrease in the correlation for
MSS toward long frame lengths reflects the loss of time res-
olution required for representing the temporal envelope, this
crossover point is supposed to be related to the dominant
frequency of the envelope modulations. The corresponding
cross-over point in the intelligibility data is considerably
lower, suggesting that the speech envelope includes slow
modulations, which are included in the correlation values,
but contribute little to speech intelligibility. This point is ad-
dressed in Sec. IV.

The other cross-over point is frequency dependent as
can be seen by the vertical dotted lines in each of the figures.
The cross-over points happen to correspond roughly with the
duration of the period of the center frequency. We cannot
provide a firm theoretical basis for this relation. In general
terms, however, the frequency dependency of the cross-over
point can be understood as a reflection of the limited fre-
quency resolution associated with a short frame length.
Given the increase in bandwidth for increasing center fre-
quency fc of the 1/4-octave bands considered in Fig. 4, a
certain loss of frequency resolution �typically equal to the
inverse of the frame length in the STFT� will have less effect
for higher fc�s. Thus, in order to recover 1/4-octave band
envelopes from the magnitude spectrum, the frame length
used in the STFT should provide an adequate degree of fre-
quency resolution, related to the width of the frequency band
considered. Hence, shorter frames are allowed toward higher
fc�s.

The results so far can be summarized as follows.

�1� The MSS data are quite understandable. For longer time
frames ��256 ms�, the temporal resolution is insuffi-
cient to follow the relevant envelope modulations, and
for shorter time frames ��4 ms�, the frequency reso-
lution becomes insufficient �this appears to depend on
the center frequency of a band�.

�2� The PSS data are more surprising. The envelope is
�partly� recovered for windows longer than 256 ms, and
also for the very short time frames �which may not be
intuitively obvious for many readers�.

These observations on the phase dominance for longer
and for very short time frames will be studied further by
analyzing narrow-band envelope recovery from the phase
spectrum only.

C. Recovery of narrow-band envelopes from the
phase spectrum

1. Significance of phase spectrum for long window
lengths

The importance of the phase spectrum for modulated
signals is well illustrated by the difference between an
amplitude- and a quasi-frequency-modulated �AM and
QFM� sinusoid. It is well known that the phases of the two

side-band components determine the temporal envelope: es-
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sentially flat in the QFM case and modulated in the AM case.
Figures 5�a� and 5�b� show a stationary random noise and a
noise modulated by a co-sinusoidal function, respectively.
The corresponding magnitudes and phase spectra are shown
in Figs. 5�c�–5�f�. The envelope-modulation frequency in
this example is given by 2�1 /N�, where N denotes the signal
length. Here, STFT analysis was applied to the whole signal
length.

Although there are no clear indications of the envelope
frequency in the magnitude and phase spectra, the frequency
can be observed by applying an auto-correlation analysis to
the phase spectrum. This is illustrated in Fig. 6, where the
modulation frequency is converted to a real quantity. When
the phase difference between components �ko� and �k+ko� is
given by

���k,ko� = ��k + ko� − ��ko� , �6�

then the phase correlation function phc�k� can be obtained by

FIG. 5. Examples of stationary random noise �a� and modulated noise �b�
with the magnitude ��c� and �d�� and phase ��e� and �f�� spectral character-
istics.

FIG. 6. Phase spectrum auto-correlation analysis for the signals shown in

Fig. 5 according to Eqs. �6�–�9� in the text.
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phcc�k� =
1

K
�
ko=0

ko=K−1

cos ���k,ko� , �7�

phcs�k� =
1

K
�
ko=0

ko=K−1

sin ���k,ko� , �8�

phc�k� = �phcc�k�2 + phcs�k�2 �9�

in a discrete form. Here, K denotes the number of frequency
components of interest. In the figure, the horizontal axis
shows the frequency shift, which can be interpreted as the
envelope frequency.

Note that Fig. 6�a� shows that the fluctuations seen in the
phase spectrum for stationary noise are random. Only the
modulated-noise case �Fig. 6�b�� shows that the modulation
frequency can be estimated from phase information alone.
Figure 7 is an example of a hybrid signal made by substitut-
ing random magnitude for the original magnitude spectrum
of the modulated noise shown in Fig. 5�b�. This illustrates
that the original envelope is partly preserved on the basis of
the phase spectrum only. The spacing of the frequency com-
ponents in the phase spectrum resulting from the STFT
should be small enough to reflect the envelope frequency in
the phase spectrum auto-correlation function. Since this fre-
quency spacing is related to the inverse of the frame length
used in the STFT, this implies that for envelope recovery
from the phase spectrum, the frame length should be longer
than the period of the envelope modulation of interest.

2. Significance of phase spectrum for very short
window lengths

Phase dominance for very short frame lengths can be
interpreted as the narrow-band envelope recovery from the
zero-crossings of a waveform. As Figs. 4�b�–4�e� indicate,
this requires that the frame length is shorter than the period
of the center frequency of interest. For the present study, the
limit case of a very short analysis window-lengths is a length
of 1/16 ms �i.e., the sampling rate�, corresponding to a
single-point STFT. The result of a single-point STFT is for
each sample, its magnitude, and the phase is just the sign of
the sample, �. Thus, the phase information of a single-point
STFT keeps the zero crossings of the original signal, if the
sample frequency is adequate. This is the same as applying
infinite peak clipping to a signal, which also preserves the

FIG. 7. Reconstruction of the modulated noise of Fig. 5�b�, using the cor-
responding phase spectrum and a random magnitude spectrum.
zero-crossing information while losing all amplitude infor-
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mation. It will be shown that the narrow-band envelopes can
be partly recovered from the zero crossings of the original
signal.

Figure 8�a� shows a snap shot of a waveform from a
stationary random noise. Figure 8�b� represents the random
noise re-synthesized by preserving the phase only for a
single point of STFT �just �� with the magnitude of unity.
This resulted in an infinitely peak-clipped version of the
original signal. The three dimensional plots in Figs. 8�c� and
8�d� show the temporal change in the short-time sub-band
energy of these two signals, indicating that the original
spectro-temporal characteristics, especially in the low fre-
quency range, are preserved to some extent in the signal
synthesized from the phase information of the single-point
STFT. The increase in the energy for the high frequency
bands in Fig. 8�d� can be interpreted as a processing noise
due to the hard clipping of the waveform shown in Fig. 8�b�.

The example above refers to a stationary signal. It illus-
trates that the shape of the spectral magnitude information is
hidden in the pattern of the zero-crossings, particularly for
the low frequency bands. Figure 9 is another example for a
random noise, but now including a modulated sub-band. The
original zero-crossings are preserved in Fig. 9�b� by the
single-point STFT. Despite losing the original magnitude in-
formation, the temporal envelope of the sub-band can be
recovered to some extent from the zero-crossing information,
as shown in Fig. 9�d�. In other words, the narrow-band en-

FIG. 8. Representation of stationary noise. Left part: original. Right part:
after single-point STFT, with the phase �+ or −� of each sample preserved,
and the magnitude set at unity.

FIG. 9. A sample waveform of random noise with a modulated sub-band.

Left part: original. Right part: similar to Fig. 8.
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velope can be partly recovered from the fine-structure �zero
crossings� of the modulated noise samples after sub-band
analysis.

This example may explain the significance of the phase
for the very short time frames, as observed in Fig. 4. How-
ever, Fig. 4 also indicates that for the very short time frames
the envelopes for the higher frequency bands are not well
recovered from the phase-only information. This may be re-
lated to the fact that, given the typical shape of the power
spectrum of speech, the higher bands represent only a small
fraction of the total power, and consequently the modulation
properties of these higher bands may only be marginally rep-
resented in the zero-crossing statistics of the over-all signal.
Another possibility is that envelope reconstruction from
phase is disrupted by the processing noise that yields higher
energy at higher frequencies, as shown in Figs. 8�c�, 8�d�,
9�c�, and 9�d�.

Another example of envelope recovery from zero-
crossing information is provided in Figs. 10 and 11. It con-
cerns a modulated sinusoidal waveform, as shown in Figs.
10�a�–10�c�. Spectral records for the envelope �Fig. 10�d��,
its carrier �Fig. 10�e��, and the modulated signal �Fig. 10�f��
are represented by the line-spectral characteristics. Here, the
solid lines and solid circles show the original ones, while the
dotted lines and open circles indicate the infinitely clipped
case. The spectral structure of the modulated signal can be
expressed as the convolution of the spectral sequences for
the envelope and the carrier. The convolution is performed
periodically, because this numerical sample is composed of a
discrete sequence. If only the zero-crossing property is pre-
served with the magnitude of unity �discarding the envelope
of the modulated sinusoid�, the convolved spectral-structure
is expanded, including its higher harmonics. Although those
higher harmonics are not contained in the original modulated
signal, the modulation property, such as the temporal enve-
lope, can be recovered by applying appropriate filtering, as
shown in Fig. 11.

Figure 11�a� is close-up of Fig. 10�f�. If we take a band-
width denoted by �i� in the figure, representing sub-band

FIG. 10. Spectrum of the infinitely clipped version of a modulated sinu-
soidal signal.
analysis, then we get the waveform shown in Fig. 11�b�.
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Here, the broken line represents the original envelope shown
in Fig. 10�a�. However, if we increase the bandwidth accord-
ing to the examples denoted by �ii� or �iii� in Figs. 11�c� and
11�d�, the original envelope is no longer recovered. This il-
lustrates that the original envelope can be recovered from
zero-crossing information when applying sub-band filtering,
provided that the bandwidth is adapted to the modulation
frequency of interest. Since in our analysis, higher frequen-
cies are associated with broader absolute bandwidth, this
may be a reason why envelope recovery from phase for very
short windows is poorer at high frequencies �Fig. 4�, and
why the processing noise increases toward high frequencies
�Figs. 8�d� and 9�d��.

In principle, characteristics of speech waveforms can be
understood as a mixture of a random noise-like feature or a
periodic structure. Thus, the two simplified examples pre-
sented above represent two extreme cases of signals with
speech-like characteristics. For both some form of sub-band-
envelope recovery from the zero-crossing information only
was demonstrated.

IV. DISCUSSION

The results of the listening experiment, as presented in
Fig. 2, provide the key data of the present study. We will first
consider the strong effect shown in the MSS data, in particu-
lar, the decrease to 0% intelligibility for the long and the
short frame lengths when using the magnitude spectra only.

In interpreting the loss of intelligibility of MSS speech
for time windows of over about 250 ms, it was assumed that
this reflects the loss of temporal resolution required for fol-

FIG. 11. Sinusoidal envelope recovery from the clipped wave as shown in
Fig. 10, after applying sub-band filtering with increasing bandwidth, indi-
cated by �i�, �ii�, and �iii�.
lowing the essential speech-envelope modulations. This
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would suggest that the envelope modulations above 4 Hz are
indispensable for maintaining intelligible speech. A related
study on the effect of low-pass filtering narrow-band
envelopes15 indicated that only for a 2-Hz �or lower� low-
pass cut-off frequency is sentence intelligibility severely re-
duced. The difference may be understood by realizing that, in
this previous study, the envelope filtering was the only “dis-
tortion” applied to the speech, while in the present study
many additional “distortions” are introduced in the MSS
condition, as a result of disregarding the phase spectrum.

The loss of intelligibility of MSS speech for time win-
dows of 1 ms or less was interpreted as reflecting the very
limited frequency resolution associated with such brief time
windows. This would imply that a frequency resolution of
worse than about 1000 Hz makes speech unintelligible. In
related studies, e.g., on the effect of spectral smearing on
speech intelligibility,16 or on the minimum number of bands
required to produce intelligible speech,17 the operations are
performed on a logarithmic frequency scale, complicating
the comparison with the present study �window-associated
loss of spectral-resolution is constant over frequency�. Still,
the 1000-Hz limit suggested by the present data does not
disagree with the findings of these other studies.

For a frame length in the range of 4–64 ms, the magni-
tude spectrum carries the essential information for speech
intelligibility. Thus, for the commonly observed approach in
speech processing, i.e., a spectral analysis with a window
length of a few tens of ms, the use of the power spectrum
does maintain the essential cues for speech intelligibility.
Following the traditional view of the peripheral auditory sys-
tem as a set of band pass filters, the auditory temporal win-
dow in the mid-frequency range amounts to typically 10
ms.18 Figure 4 indicates that for this window length, both the
speech intelligibility and the narrow-band envelope preserva-
tion are dominated by the magnitude spectrum, while the
phase only plays a minor role. This implies that the enve-
lopes of the auditory filter outputs carry the intelligibility-
relevant information.

The main goal of the present study was to investigate the
relative importance of magnitude versus phase in the short
term Fourier-spectrum approach in speech analysis and syn-
thesis, given that most studies concentrate on the magnitude
or power spectrum only. The experimental signal manipula-
tions used in this study �resulting in the hybrid signals� will
have consequences for the preservation of the envelope and
the fine structure in narrowband �auditory� filters. In this re-
spect, there is a relation between this study and research on
the relative importance for speech intelligibility of envelope
cues and fine-structure �phase� cues at the auditory filter out-
puts. The consensus on this issue �see, among others, Refs.
14, 13, and 19� is that preservation of the envelopes at the
filter outputs is the main factor for speech intelligibility,
while the phase or the fine structure is of secondary impor-
tance. This firm distinction is somewhat complicated by
studies, indicating that envelope and phase information at the
filter outputs are not independent,20 and that temporal-
envelope cues can be recovered from the speech fine
structure.21 A detailed study on the effect of additive noise on

speech intelligibility, quantifying the relative importance of
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disrupting the narrow-band envelopes or the fine structure,
confirmed the importance of the envelopes.22 However, be-
sides the main role of envelope cues, that study also showed
some reduction in intelligibility after disrupting the fine
structure cues. This is in line with various other studies, in-
dicating that temporal fine-structure cues do play a role in
speech intelligibility, especially in case of complex �i.e., non-
stationary� maskers.23–25

The relevance of narrow-band envelopes for speech in-
telligibility motivated the use of this concept �i.e., the degree
of preservation of narrow-band envelopes� for interpreting
the present intelligibility data on the relative importance of
the magnitude or phase spectrum. However, it should be re-
alized that, besides the loss of envelope correlation for the
pre- and post-processed speech, other types of distortions are
introduced as well. For instance, it has been shown that a
loss of cross-spectral modulation phase coherence may re-
duce speech intelligibility.26 It is very probable that the ob-
served loss of correlation between the pre- and post-
processed narrow-band envelopes is associated with a loss of
cross-spectral modulation phase coherence. Also, as men-
tioned before, the processing will affect the narrow-band fine
structure. Consequently, part of the observed relation in the
present study between loss of intelligibility and loss of band-
envelope correlation may well be caused by the associated
effects of loss of cross-spectral modulation phase coherence
or loss of fine structure. The present study does not allow to
specify this any further.

V. CONCLUSION

Speech was subjected to Fourier analysis and synthesis,
using the overlap-add procedure with window lengths rang-
ing from 1/16 to 2048 ms. Experiments were performed on
the intelligibility of the speech for two conditions applied for
the synthesis: �a� MSS-mode, using the speech-magnitude
spectra with randomized phase spectra, and �b� PSS-mode,
using the speech-phase spectra with randomized magnitude
spectra. Besides the intelligibility measurements, the signals
were subjected to an analysis of the correlation between the
narrow-band envelopes, before and after the MSS or the PSS
synthesis mode. The main findings were as follows.

�1� Using the MSS synthesis mode �magnitude spectra
only�, intelligible speech was obtained only for frame
lengths of 4–64 ms.

�2� When using the PSS synthesis mode �phase spectra
only�, reasonably intelligible speech was obtained for
frames longer than 128 ms or shorter than 4 ms.

�3� Thus, the two curves of intelligibility, as a function of
frame length for the MSS and PSS synthesis mode, show
a complementary character. This means that, for speech
intelligibility, for the medium-range windows �4–64 ms�,
the magnitude spectrum dominates, and for the two ex-
treme regions ��4 and �64 ms�, the phase spectrum
dominates.

�4� Intelligibility scores and correlation coefficients between
the synthesized and original envelopes in 1/4-octave
bands showed the same trend with respect to the effect of

frame length, although not identical. This qualitative cor-
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respondence confirms that the preservation of narrow-
band temporal envelopes constitutes an important factor
for the preservation of speech intelligibility.

The interpretation of these findings may be summarized
as follows.

�a� Considering the MSS synthesis mode (magnitude spectra
only). For long time frames, the speech becomes unintel-
ligible due to a loss of time resolution, as the frame
length becomes longer than the period of the dominant
speech envelope modulations �about 256 ms, a 4-Hz
modulation frequency�. For frame lengths shorter than 4
ms, the speech becomes unintelligible because the corre-
sponding frequency resolution is insufficient.

�b� Considering the PSS synthesis mode (phase spectra
only). For long time frames, it is shown that the phase
spectrum contains envelope information, as reflected in
phase-spectral auto-correlation analysis. For the very
short frames, it is shown that the phase-only synthesized
speech essentially keeps the zero-crossing interval infor-
mation, from which the shape of the original power
spectrum can be obtained. It is shown that the temporal
envelope of a sub-band can be partly recovered from the
zero crossings of the total signal.

The main result of this study is that, besides the domi-
nance of the magnitude spectrum for the middle range of
window lengths, there appear to be two regions of phase
dominance with respect to intelligibility and preservation of
narrow-band envelopes. This phase dominance applies to
very short and long time windows.
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